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AI Quintessential works from the heart of England with global reach and adheres to its mission of providing highquality academic resources, products, and services. The core competencies of our team of experts are evolved
around solid experience in the field of computing education and the utilization of state-of-the-art technologies to
create a unique learning experience for each student.
We nurture the thirst for what we value the most, learning!
We believe that learners of today are the leaders of tomorrow.
We commit to contributing to the digital transformation and preparing a generation of leaders who can shape
the future and meet the job market’s needs locally and globally.

AI Quintessential aims to prepare the UK workforce for
an AI-driven world and transform educational institutes
into AI ecosystems.
Our strategic mission is to expand globally and raise
awareness about the importance of Computing and AI
Education as part of the core competencies students
should acquire at early stages.
Our world-class products and services are being utilised
by top schools and educational institutes in England,
Canada, Singapore, India, and the Middle East and
North Africa.
AI Quintessential is a certified member and provider
for CPD, the Continuing Professional Development
Services in the UK. It is also a certified CISCO academy
that qualifies learners to earn all CISCO certificates.
Additionally, AI Quintessential is authorised to develop
content and provide training on Raspberry Pi computers.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
AND EDUCATION

By Shady El Kassas

Director of Innovation at INSPAA
Shady is a multiple award-winning and passionate
Egyptian educator working in the United Arab
Emirates. He is a winner of the Khalifa Award of
Education Excellence and Middle East Education
Influencer Award winner.
As a school leader, Shady communicated the
same message to his team members. He is
a STEM advocate and speaker in the MENA
region. He has taken initiatives to adopt projectbased learning (PBL) and inquiry-based learning
(IBL) methodologies to create a new foundation
of STEM learning in school.
Shady has been selected to be a speaker in
three international education conferences in
the region – GESS-Dubai 2016, 2017, and Fatih
Educational Summit in Turkey 2016. He was
also a GESS education award finalist for two
years (2016 & 17). Shady is now the director of
innovation at Alttihad National Private School
– Al Ain. For the past few years, he has been
associated with Sharjah American International
School. With Robotics being of particular interest
to him, he has led the School Robotics team and
helped them win many awards at international
events. He has also been invited to speak at
events like TEDx and GESS (Global Educational
Supplies and Solutions Exhibition).
His qualifications include Masters of Science
in Education, Executive Management Diploma
and Bachelor of Science, Apple teacher, Google
Certified Educator, and Microsoft Innovative
Educator.
www.ShadyElkassas.com
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The American inventor and futurist Ray Kurzweil
once said :

“

Artificial intelligence will reach human levels by
around 2029. Follow that out further to, say, 2045;
we will have multiplied the intelligence, the human
biological machine intelligence of our civilization
a billion-fold.

”

Artificial intelligence is one of the most cutting-edge
technologies of the 21st century. However, there are also
many ways that educators can apply artificial intelligence
and machine learning to education.
Artificial intelligence can be used for tasks that once took
up a massive amount of a teacher’s time and energy.
Grading tests, for example, once took teachers hours or
days of painstakingly going through each exam. Now,
programs can make that process completely automated.
Artificial intelligence can also assist teachers with tasks
like student evaluation and planning. For example,
algorithms can track a teacher’s input to keep tabs
on the progress of students and pinpoint their goals.
This way, it can help focus a teacher’s planning and
ensure that teachers are providing lessons at the right
developmental level for the students they are teaching.
Artificial intelligence can even use machine learning to
suggest specific lessons or activities to teachers based
upon the data recording of the class’s abilities.
While artificial intelligence is a massive boon for
overworked teachers, it can also provide direct
assistance to students. In addition, students of
determination can find a lot of accessibility support
through artificial intelligence.
For years, students of determination have needed to
fight and advocate for themselves at the classroom and
organizational level to receive the accommodations they
need, while schools scramble to get the needed staffing
and funding to provide them. With artificial intelligence,
these accommodations can be quickly introduced and
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seamlessly included in the classroom environment.
Artificial intelligence can also support education at
the administrative level. It can keep track of teacher
performance,
student
performance,
classroom
spending, and program efficacy. This information,
tracked and interpreted by artificial intelligence, can
save administrators massively on resources, time, and
energy. It can make the entire educational system run
more smoothly and provide a better experience for
administrators, teachers, and students.
Including artificial intelligence in the classroom also
creates an environment where students gain an essential
skill; technological literacy. More and more in adult life,
having proficiency with technology is an essential skill
in most careers. Even more than that, having a career in
artificial intelligence or software design is increasingly
in demand. Having an early understanding of the kind
of work these programs can do provides students
with valuable learning opportunities throughout their
academic years.
Giving students a chance to familiarize themselves with
the technology will give them a leading edge shortly as
the world learns about this incredible technology.
Artificial intelligence, once thought to be nothing
more than science fiction, can significantly improve
the infrastructure of our entire educational system. At
every level, from individual interaction with students,
classroom-level planning, and systemic structure and
data tracking, artificial intelligence can make education
more efficient, productive, and accessible.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
IN CLINICAL AND THERAPEUTIC NUTRITION
By Nada El Haj Youssef
English homeroom teacher at INPSAA
Nada is a lifelong learner and a passionate Lebanese educator currently working in the
United Arab Emirates. She is an English homeroom teacher at Al Ittihad National Private
School. She is aiming to create an atmosphere of active play-based learning that encourages
students to become critical thinkers. Nada holds a Teaching diploma in Education and a
Bachelor of Science in Nutrition and Dietetics from the Lebanese International University
(LIU). By spring 2022 she will complete her master’s degree of Education in Educational
Management at the Lebanese International University in Beirut. Nada considers protecting our planet as a priority
as she shares simple choices through social media for a healthier planet. She also appreciates nature and tends to
influence others positively.

Artificial intelligence is no longer science fiction; in
fact, digital technology is now integrated into society.
For example, artificial intelligence (AI) is transforming
healthcare in the medical industry as it helps in disease
diagnosis, clinical outcome prediction, and designing
therapeutics. Recently, AI has been a vital tool in
the early predictions of the impact and spread of the
pandemic and providing information and knowledge to
control the issue.
AI offers the ability to optimise diet intake, develop
constructive feedback, and provide personalised
guidance through mobile applications to track dietary
intake and telehealth to provide remote healthcare
and nutritional assessment and the use of wearable
accessories to measure dietary biomarkers.
Artificial intelligence represents an opportunity to
enhance a patients’ engagement outside the healthcare
facility through mobile health applications that actively
collect data and support self–monitoring of dietary
intake and physical activity. Studies have shown that
consistent use of health applications lead to successful,
positive changes in weight management.
Artificial intelligence in smartwatches is the most popular
health monitoring accessory by far. These accessories
have advanced rapidly in the past few years, starting
from a simple pedometer to a precise health monitoring
ability. It is equipped with advanced sensors to track
energy expenditure, heart rate, and physical activity.
It also tracks intervention progress and efficiency and
passively collects the data and transfers it to the dietary
app that allows users to maintain and control digital
dietary records. Recent studies show that healthcare
providers valued the smartwatch collected data. More
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wearable sensors are currently being researched to
enhance passive data collection, such as acousticbased dietary intake devices to detect chewing and
swallowing patterns to give insight into the type and
quantity of food consumed. Moreover, motion-based
dietary intake devices track wrist movements during
food intake.
The main advantage of AI in nutrition is recognising
malnourished patients because malnutrition is a severe
health issue that affects billions of people worldwide
which refers to lack or excess in specific nutrient intake.
Artificial intelligence offers screening and nutrition
assessment tools such as SGA, NRS, MUST, which
allows the ability to make data-driven clinical decisions
to reduce the risk of morbidity and mortality rate as well
as to support critical cases by utilising computerised
provider order entry systems in parental (PN) and enteral
nutrition (EN) to reduce the chance of error and assess
the ongoing clinical amount of patients’ ins and outs.
Lately, artificial intelligence has played a significant role
in reducing patients’ demand for supplies and healthcare
facilities. In addition, the consultation visit is conducted
virtually instead of a face–to–face visit, lowering the risk
of infection and healthcare costs while ensuring proper
continuous follow-up.
It is predicted that future development work can expand
the accuracy of the health applications in the coming
few years, support data integration into the health care
system, and ensure users’ privacy. A promising growth
of digital technology in clinical and therapeutic nutrition
that provide new nutritional research opportunities to
meet future challenges.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND
EDUCATION; MILESTONES AND ASPIRATIONS
not subjective, educators will give more to themselves
to improve and get better results. AI may also support
education in training the teachers and help in online
tutoring. AI in schools can also help the administrative
departments set timetables and schedules in health and
safety, and finance. However, still AI in education raises
many questions and create many debates.

By Mamdouha Itani
Administrator at INPSAA
Mamdouha is ambitious and a challenge seeker.
She started her career in the hospitality industry
as an income auditor in Lebanon with Rotana
Hotels. Mamdouha had the opportunity to
travel to UAE with Rotana Hotels as a Financial
Accountant.
For Mamdouha, working in an office was not
satisfying her ambitions, although she loved
her job as a financial accountant and doing
lots of budget and forecasts. She finished her
MBA degree in International Hospitality in 2020
during the pandemic with a GPA of 3.8.

We should ask what happens when we remove care
from education. What happens to thinking and writing
when the whole educational process is offloaded to
the machines to “intelligent tutoring systems, “adaptive
learning systems, or whatever the latest description
maybe? What sorts of signals are we sending students?
~Audrey Watters
Today, the contemporary classroom is becoming more
digitized, and the advances of AI and machine learning
are now being recognized. Although, the transition to
a more efficient operation using machine learning to
assist teachers better and move them away from the
traditional manual “pen to paper teaching method has
proven to be difficult, particularly from the perspective
of teachers and students.

Mamdouha will publish many types of research
and articles related to education until she
achieves her next goal in gaining her PhD
and being a university lecturer where she can
share much work-life experience with the future
generation.

A fascinating question was posed by Holmes, W., Bialik,
M., and Fade, C. (2019): What should students learn in an
age of AI?
Many areas in education must be developed, such as
traditional knowledge, core concepts, interdisciplinarity,
and embedded skills. In addition, modern education will
speak the language of versatility, relevance, and transfer.
In the age of AI, students must learn to be powerful to
face work and life, relevant to motivation, and always
ready to transfer for a broad future.
What gets measured gets managed. ~Lord Kelvin
Assessments are the tool to measure the education we
get. When assessments are automated, and results are
AIQ Digest | Vol. 1, Issue 1
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IMPROVING CLASS EFFICIENCY AND
ORGANIZATION
Machine Learning AI is being efficient in developing
class programs and learning tasks than humans. Not only
this, but general class management includes scheduling
classes and setting student tasks. Teachers are then
switching their focus towards their responsibilities on
up-skilling and improving student learning.
PERSONALIZED LEARNING
Maximizing student potential can be enhanced through
personalized learning. A machine can be designed
to ensure the key learning points that focus on the
student’s needs, such as improving grades, assisting
in making learning decisions, and providing support
through structured learning.
ADAPTIVE LEARNING
Adaptive learning can be delivered as part of an online
e-learning portal that monitors student performance and
updates curriculum activities based on their progression.
Adaptive learning systems such as DreamBox,
Reasoning Mind and ALEKS are examples of adaptive
learning solutions in use today.
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WHAT CAN THE EDUCATION INDUSTRY LOOK
FORWARD TO IN THE FUTURE WITH AI AND
ML?
One thing is for sure; technology will never replace
the teacher as they are considered indispensable to
the education process; instead, there will continue to
be a progressed collaboration between teachers and
technologies to benefit the student. The expectation
is for technologies to assist in helping teachers find a
balance to focusing on learning and assessment through
innovation.
However, what is apparent is that the future of education
has changed in direction owing to the COVID-19
pandemic. As a result, teachers are required to upskill
themselves using IT technologies. Not only this but
AI and ML are taking charge by continuing to monitor
student learning and for teachers to work in parallel with
technologies.
Likely, AI and ML technologies are now at the forefront
to take charge of the education sector and how teachers
and students cooperate.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
By Husam Al Dajah
Student at INSPAA
Husam Saud Hamad Aldajah is a 16 years old student born and raised in the United States
in the city of Chicago. He has always been curious about the world and loved learning. He
currently resides in the UAE in the city of Alain. Husam goes to Al Ittihad National Private
School in Al Ain branch, and he is proud to be in the Artificial Intelligence initiative initiated
by Mr Shady, our head of curriculum.
Husam loves Artificial Intelligence and hopes through all his efforts and work dedicated to
Artificial intelligence studies that he would come up with a way to use Artificial intelligence to make our school more
advanced and efficient and someday change the world through the lens of Artificial intelligence.

AI, which is short for Artificial Intelligence, means every
aspect of learning or intelligence that can be precisely
described that a machine will be made to simulate it. In
addition, an attempt will be made to find out how to use
languages, forms, abstracts, and concepts to problem
solve and improve itself. AI has a crucial impactful use
in our society as 86% of companies already use AI, and
most of us use AI in our everyday lives.
Examples of uses of AI include self-driving cars, Siri,
Google, and all social media platforms. This article
will explain what classifies robots or machines as
AI, how Artificial intelligence works, and how AI will
benefit humans overall. As we know, AI is used to
an extraordinary extent in today’s time, but have we
harnessed AI’s true potential? Have we reached the
highest point of AI research and use? According to most
scientists and researchers, we have not even scratched
the surface of AI.
For a robot or machine to be classified as artificially
intelligent, it needs to have the following three abilities:
general learning, reason, and problem-solving. Many
researchers predict that AI will replace humans in
performing many tasks in almost every field because AI
can reason, problem-solve, and generally learn, which is
the requirements needed to perform most tasks.
To understand AI, we need to understand how it works. AI
uses deep learning and machine learning to be artificially
intelligent. Deep learning is an artificial simulation of a
brain cell in that it mimics how a human brain thinks by
creating artificial neurons. Machine learning uses deep
learning in countless complex mathematical algorithms
to retrieve knowledge, reason, and problem-solve to
self-improve.
AI, as research predicts, will take over many jobs’ people
today perform, and some may see this as a negative
consequence of using AI, but rather, by investing and
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using AI, there will be approximately 114 million jobs
created with 70 million lost. By using AI, we provide 40
million more jobs and make humanity’s life more efficient
and advanced. We can find endless discoveries through
AI, and who knows, maybe AI is the key to solving
the theory of everything. So, there is no reason not to
invest and learn about AI as it has substantial economic,
scientific, medical, and technological value.
AI will make the world a better place because AI’s
contribution is what humanity needs to reach its highest
potential in almost all aspects of life, ultimately bringing
tomorrow’s technology today.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE; AN EYE ON
THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES INITIATIVES
By Mahra Almansouri
Student at INSPAA
Mahra Khaleefa Al Mansoori is a 16-year-old student born and raised in the UAE. She
has been studying at Al Ittihad National Private School Al Ain since 2013 and currently
completing her final year. Since she was a young girl, she has always loved playing with
bits and building robots and dreamed of learning to code in school. That is why she is
thrilled to be part of the Artificial Intelligence course recently added to our curriculum,
and she is hoping she can be a good role model in this field to inspire the younger
generation.
Mahra aspires to major in computer science and artificial intelligence after graduating high school. She aims to
make her country, the United Arab Emirates, more advanced and contribute to furthering education in this field, as
AI is the future of all countries, and the UAE will be the leading country in AI.

Artificial intelligence is a notion that most people are
unfamiliar with (AI). When 1,500 top business leaders in
the United States were polled in 2017, only 17% stated
they were familiar with artificial intelligence (AI). Several
of them had no idea what it was or how it would affect
their businesses.
We use AI daily, like on the car’s GPS, autocorrect and
facial recognition on iPhones.
AI is applied in many fields such as astronomy, healthcare,
gaming, finance, and the list goes on. It is essential today
as it can solve complex problems in efficient ways.
Some examples of applied AI in astronomy understand
the universe, such as how it works. In healthcare, AI
is helping the industry by making better and faster
diagnoses than humans, like ultrasound machines or
MRI machines. In addition, AI can be used for gaming
purposes, like allowing the machine to play strategic
games like chess. The list does not stop here; artificial
intelligence is also applied in education, social media,
entertainment and many more fields.
The UAE government announced the ‘UAE Strategy for
Artificial Intelligence (AI)’ in October 2017, which is the
beginning of the post-mobile government era, relying
on various future services, industries, and infrastructure
projects. The plan is the region’s and the world’s first of
its sort, and it aims to:
Achieve the objectives of UAE Centennial 2071
Boost government performance at all levels
Use an integrated intelligent digital system that can
overcome challenges and provide quick, efficient
solutions
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Make the UAE the first in the field of AI investments in
various sectors
Create a new vital market with high economic value.
With this initiative, the UAE aspires to become the world
leader in AI by 2031 and to increase AI’s application
across areas such as education, energy, transportation,
space, and technology.
A ministry of artificial intelligence has been established
in the country to develop a long-term AI policy. The
ministry has recommended adopting an AI curriculum
and launching six smart platforms. These platforms will
serve 600 schools with over 275,000 pupils and 21,000
instructors.
The UAE hopes to increase its GDP by roughly 35% ($96
billion) using AI technology. In addition, it will help the
country save up to $3 billion by reducing government
spending by 50%.
The UAE’s push for artificial intelligence (AI) has been in
the works for the last 20 years, and today, it is bearing
fruit, a minister said on Monday. The country, currently a
regional leader in the digital economy, is on its way to
becoming a big AI player on the global front.
AI continues to grow by the day, it has acted as the
primary driver of emerging technologies like big
data, robotics and IoT, and it will continue to act as a
technological innovator for the foreseeable future. AI
Computers can harness vast quantities of data and utilize
their learned intelligence to make optimum decisions
and discoveries in fractions of the time it takes people.
As a result, artificial intelligence is being credited with
everything from cancer research discoveries to cuttingedge climate change studies.
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INDUSTRY 4.0, ENTREPRENEURSHIP
AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Revolution started from mechanisation to technological
advancements, then to electronics, telecommunications
and, of course, computers, where virtual reality worlds
allowed us to bend the laws of physics.

By Ahlem Chatti
Councellor and Business Studies
Educators at INPSAA
Passionate and ambitious Social Sciences/
Business Studies Educator & Career Counsellor
at Al Ittihad National Private School-Al Ain with
more than eight years of experience. She holds
a bachelors’ degree in Economics & Finance
and a Business Management diploma from the
“ISG” Tunisia.
Her leadership skills, holistic commitment, and
strategic vision helped her strive and grow up
into her career to occupy a position as a school
board of directors’ member in 2014 with a
reputed American school in Al Ain.

Nowadays, everyone uses the digital world like online
shopping, digital wallets, and accessing movies, media
and music with the touch of a finger. From SIRI to selfdriving cars, Artificial intelligence and machine learning
are becoming more and more applicable in the modern
world.
To successfully compete in the market, entrepreneurs
will have to cope with the world change and embrace AI
since it is not just a massive scientific discipline, but it is
one of the fastest-growing marketplaces in tech.
“AI is a must for businesses who want to fit in the evergrowing entrepreneurial world.”
Industry 4.0 is revolutionising the way companies
manufacture, improve and distribute their products.
Manufacturers are integrating enabling technologies,
including the Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing
and analytics, and AI and machine learning, into their
production facilities and throughout their operations.

As a career counsellor, Ahlem has a passion for
working with high school students and young
adults to help them find their best fit in postsecondary education and develop a career
direction.
As a business studies educator, Ahlem believes
in the new teaching methodologies like ProjectBased Learning (PBL), thinking-based learning
(TBL), Design Thinking, and Gamification…
She had the opportunity to participate and win
awards in many entrepreneurship competitions
organized by the Abu Dhabi Chamber of
Commerce, Rochester University of Technology
Dubai (RIT), Abu Dhabi Port and much more.
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“Tally” robot is one of the most significant examples of
“AI” in Business. Carrefour employed it in September
2019, utilising its real-time product availability, placement,
and pricing data to ensure shelves are stocked and
planograms correctly executed. The robot traverses the
store three times per day and reports this data back to
the store teams. Philippe Peguilhan, country manager
of Carrefour UAE at Carrefour owner Majid Al Futtaim
Retail, said: “Majid Al Futtaim is committed to pioneering
tomorrow’s retail, and we are constantly working to better
our processes, enhance our efficiency and digitise our
operations in the region, this is exactly what Tally Robot
has achieved.”
AI is also used to help businesses increase sales, detect
fraud, improve customer experience, automate work
processes and provide predictive analysis.
It is proved that this saves time and money, increases
productivity and operational efficiencies, and helps
make faster and better business.

country’s economy. However, if we think from the
employee’s perspective, we might say this can increase
the unemployment rate. According to a report from the
World Economic Forum, 85 million jobs will be replaced
by machines with AI by the year 2025. At the same time,
that may shock the households and the business owner.
Blessedly, the same report states that 97 million new
jobs will be created by 2025 due to AI.
“Same as what happened in the previous industrial
revolutions… some jobs will disappear, and new ones
will appear.”
As robots perform almost all repetitive tasks, future
generations should think about how to learn the skills
that help them adapt to any technological changes and
keep them up in the race with AI.
A central to the education leaders’ questions about the
future, then, will the educational system evolve to meet
the changing needs of the next generation who wish to
fulfil the workplace expectations of the future?

The benefit of AI on Businesses productivity and
revenue sounds to be a decisive factor to boost the
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THE IMPACT OF TEACHING PROGRAMMING AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
IN DEFINING AND DEVELOPING STUDENTS’ 21ST-CENTURY SKILLS
By Osama Merei
Head of ICT Department at INPSAA
Osama Marei is the Head of the ICT department at Al Ittihad National Private School – Al
Ain. He has more than 15 years of experience in Education Management.
Osama is a certified educator by many organizations as well, like Google and Apple. He
was awarded the MIE Expert title for the academic year 2021 – 2022 by Microsoft. He
is a passionate educator; he likes to teach and educate his community with interesting
methodologies such as PBL (Project Based Learning). STEAM, Robotics, and Artificial
Intelligence are his main interest and passion.

Creating algorithms to inform a computer how to
complete a specific task is known as programming.
A variety of computer programming languages, such
as Java, Python, and C, can write codes and create
programs.
On the other hand, Artificial Intelligence is the simulation
of human intelligence by machines and computers.
There are three main types of AI, basic AI, normal AI,
and complex AI. During the current time, we have not
reached for the complex or super AI yet.
Assembly Language was one of the earliest computer
language families still in use. There are numerous
languages and implementations, with at least one for
each computer processor construction. It is known as a
low-level programming language since it is so simple. It is
one of the more challenging languages to work with, yet
this is how low-level computers work. For educational
purposes, there are several simplified languages.
General-purpose languages include C/C++, C#, Java,
JavaScript, Python, Ruby, Swift, and Visual Basic.
Teaching Programming can help refine skills like
problem-solving, critical thinking, collaboration, and
communication, implemented through PBL (Project
Based Learning) and group work.
AI IN EDUCATION
Artificial Intelligence in Education is focused on the
study, creation, and assessment of computer software
that help teachers and students learn more effectively.
Several long-term objectives have been proposed,
including the ability to understand complex students’
responses and learn as they go; determining where
and why a student’s understanding has gone astray,
providing hints to help students understand the material
at hand, and eventually simulating the behaviour and
guidance of a human tutor.
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To develop the students’ 21st-century skills, they need
more than traditional learning. They should apply
collaboration, communication, problem-solving, and
traditional skills, like social and emotional proficiency.
Together all will help students to succeed in the growing
digital age.
With Artificial Intelligence (AI), making an impact on the
educational field is helpful when it comes to problemsolving in learning because AI is based on complicated
software designed to simulate the cognitive functions of
the human brain.
AI can be used as an essential learning tool to improve
the students’ learning experience. For example, it can
be a tool to learn a lot about a specific topic in a short
amount of time. That would work with the gifted and
talented students. Moreover, since AI will provide a
fast-learning environment, these students will love to
learn with AI and show better learning outcomes. From
another aspect, AI can track collaboration indicators
while the students are doing collaborating work. Also,
it can be used to monitor and manage collaborative
learning.
Programming and AI are our current digital age; both are
beneficial for any learning community, primarily as we
work with our children to refine and improve their 21stcentury skills. In addition, these fields can relate to any
subject taught and improve the learning experience in
many aspects.
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IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
THE SAME AS MACHINE LEARNING?

By Adnan Bouchlaquem
Adnan is a 13-year-old student. He is an 8th
grader at Al Ittihad National Private SchoolAl Ain. In the future, Adnan wants to be an
Astronaut. And because of the head of the
science department team and including all the
other teachers in the science department, he
feels more confident about who he is and wants
to be soon. He always thought that Artificial
Intelligence was very confusing and did not make
any sense whatsoever; later in life, he developed
a relationship with technology and AI, realizing
that AI’s evolution has grown in many aspects.
Adnan is grateful for the opportunity offered
to him by Mr Shady El Kassas, the Director of
Innovation in his school. He is looking forward to
continuing on this journey and, hopefully, staying
alive and watching the world develop itself using
technology.

No, artificial intelligence and machine learning are not
the same, but they are closely related. Machine learning
is the method to train a computer to learn from its inputs
but without explicit programming for every circumstance.
Machine learning helps a computer to achieve artificial
intelligence. Artificial intelligence (AI) is the ability of a
computer or a robot controlled by a computer to do
tasks usually done by humans because they require
human intelligence and discernment. The term is
frequently applied to developing systems endowed with
the intellectual processes characteristic of humans, such
as the ability to reason, discover meaning, generalize,
or learn from experience. Since the development of the
digital computer in the 1940s, it has been demonstrated
that computers can be programmed to carry out very
complex tasks—as, for example, discovering proofs
AIQ Digest | Vol. 1, Issue 1

for mathematical theorems or playing chess —with
excellent proficiency. Still, despite advances in computer
processing speed and memory capacity, no programs
can meet human flexibility over broader domains or
tasks requiring substantial everyday knowledge.
On the other hand, some programs have attained the
performance levels of human experts and professionals
in performing specific tasks, so Artificial Intelligence in
this limited sense is found in applications as diverse
as medical diagnosis, computer search engines, and
voice or handwriting recognition. What is Intelligence?
All but the most superficial human behaviour is ascribed
to intelligence, while even the most complicated insect
behaviour is never taken as an indication of intelligence.
What is the difference? Consider the behaviour of the
digger wasp, Sphex ichneumons. When the female wasp
returns to her burrow with food, she first deposits it on
the threshold, checks for intruders inside her shelter, and
only then, if the coast is clear, carries her food inside. The
fundamental nature of the wasp’s instinctual behaviour
is revealed if the food is moved a few inches away
from the entrance to her burrow while she is inside: on
emerging, she will repeat the whole procedure as often
as the food is displaced. Intelligence—conspicuously
absent in the case of Sphex—must include the ability
to adapt to new circumstances. Psychologists generally
do not characterize human intelligence by just one
trait but by combining many diverse skills. Research
in AI has focused mainly on the following components
of intelligence: learning, reasoning, problem-solving,
perception, and using language.
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